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Cervantes did not publish his first book until he was 38 and he spent most of his early adult life in the army. He helped to defeat the Turks at the Battle of Lepanto in 1571, but was shot in the arm and lost the use of his left hand. En route back to Spain he was captured by pirates and spent five years in prison in Algiers. He was repatriated back to Spain in 1580: a disabled veteran and ex-prisoner of war, no wife, no pension and only his wits to live on. All else having failed, he set about building a new career as one of the greatest novelists the world has known.

Cervantes was proud of his war wound: ‘it looks ugly, but it’s really beautiful, because it was inflicted in the greatest and most memorable event that past centuries have ever seen’ (Prologue to the Exemplary novels). But in a speech on the relative merits of arms and letters, Don Quixote criticises firearms and stray bullets, ‘these devilish instruments of artillery that allow an infamous and cowardly hand to take away the life of a brave knight’ (358).

Cervantes, then, embodied the two strands of his own career: on the left hand we have the withered symbol of his military career cut short by an unknown coward firing at a distance; and on the right we have the healthy instrument of eloquence, wielding the pen that would create such powerful works of the imagination.

The purpose of this short article is to discuss briefly some examples of Cervantes’s fascination with pathological states in his writing, look at the way he represents himself as a sick man, and suggest that there is a pattern in these references.

It is hard not to notice that there are a lot of very sick people in Cervantes’s novels, but as literature is by its very nature pathological in origin – a mutated form of natural language – this should not surprise us. There have been many studies of Don Quixote’s so-called madness – or eccentricity – but what is more interesting is the consistently high correlation in Cervantes’s works between physiological and psychological states.

Don Quixote’s state of mind is explained with exceptional clarity in the first chapter of Part I, in terms of diet and lifestyle. This diagnosis has been largely overlooked in the critical literature because Don Quixote does not present with his symptoms until after he has left home on the first sally; that is, we get the diagnosis before we see the symptoms.

Even a cursory reading of the novel shows that for most of the time Don Quixote sleeps little and eats less. His diet is frugal and he neglects his sleep: ‘his nights were spent reading from dusk till dawn, and his days from dawn to dusk’ (26). Cervantes conjures up the classic syndrome of the single male: the fatal combination of late nights and junk food. Eventually he makes himself so ill that his brain dries up and he starts to lose his wits: ‘the lack of sleep and the excess of reading withered his brain and he went mad’ (26–7). Cervantes did not need to be a qualified doctor to recognise the symptoms of sleep deprivation and malnutrition, or to know what the combined effect would be on his hero’s behaviour in the novel.

In Cervantes’s day the explanation for Don Quixote’s psychological profile, the fact that he is ‘ingenioso’, would have been sought in the classical theory of the humours developed by Galen and Hippocrates. The theory of the humours is above all a physiological account of mental and emotional states, one in which mental imbalance correlates with physical imbalance. Cervantes gives us enough information about diet in the novel to allow us to assess Don Quixote’s physical condition in some detail. He seems to have been seriously deficient in calcium, vitamin C and vitamin E, making it likely that (had he been a real person) Don Quixote would have suffered from, among other things, osteoporosis, scurvy, and neurological dysfunction, causing loss of muscle coordination, and poor vision.

I am not, of course, seriously proposing that biochemistry can be used for character analysis in literary texts. But what I am suggesting is that Cervantes has constructed a credible continuum between Don Quixote’s social and economic status, his lifestyle, diet, physical health and mental condition, and that all
these factors combine to produce patterns of behaviour which are convincing and consistent.

The acuteness of these and other observations has led a number of critics to wonder if Cervantes had not trained as a surgeon, as his father may well have done. He was certainly very sensitive to pathological states and their associated symptoms. Four obvious cases spring to mind. The first, Tomás Rodaja, the central figure of The glass graduate, provides a direct parallel with Don Quixote, that is, a case of mental disturbance with a direct physiological cause. A woman falls in love with Tomás, but he rejects her advances:

[...] so, advised by a Moorish woman, she gave Tomás one of these so-called magic philtres, in a Toledo quince, thinking to give him something that would force him to love her. [...]. Tomás was so unlucky as to eat the quince; at once he began to shudder from head to foot as if he had epilepsy, and he did not regain consciousness for many hours, after which he came to as if stupefied. [...]. Tomás was in bed for six months, during which he dried up and was reduced to skin and bone, and gave every indication of having lost his senses; and although they applied all possible remedies, they cured only the sickness of his body, but not that of his mind, because he regained his physical health, but was the victim of the strangest madness ever heard of. The unfortunate young man imagined that he was all made of glass [...]. (71, 73)

The quince resonates with the first chapter of Genesis, since quinces and apples are botanically related. As Don Quixote does, the sick Tomás adopts a new persona, and in the guise of 'The Glass Graduate' he goes on to become a great wit, his glass nature figuring physical delicacy as well as great insight. He is cured in due course, by a Hieronymite monk who specialises in speech therapy for the deaf and dumb and in treating mental illness. But the public loses interest once he regains his health, even though Cervantes stresses that Tomás is no less clever than he was before.

The second example of the physiological basis of a psychological state concerns Campuzano, a soldier, who emerges into The deceitful marriage from the Hospital of the Resurrection in Valladolid. Weak, pale and sweaty, although the day was not particularly warm, he is evidently convalescent. A friend is surprised to see him and alarmed at the state of his health. The explanation provides the point of departure for the succeeding narrative:

[...] suffice it to say that I have just come out of that hospital where I have sweated out a dozen or so sores from the clap given to me by a woman whom I took to be mine when I shouldn't have. [...] (67)

But Campuzano is also the author of The dialogue of the dogs, the last novel in the collection. Campuzano purports to have overheard the dogs talking while he was in hospital and to have written down what they said. When he has told Peralta the story of how he got the clap (the deceitful marriage) he produces the manuscript of The dialogue of the dogs from his pocket and makes Peralta read it in real time as we, the real readers, do. The venereal disease and the associated symptoms, fever and sweating, provide Cervantes with the cover he needs to reconcile truth and fiction: Cervantes held strictly to the view that writers may stretch the truth but not break it. Clearly, narrators who are in abnormally heightened mental states are extremely useful to a writer who may from time to time need to bend his own rules.

The third and fourth examples are cases of female poisoning: Isabela in The English Spanish girl and Auristela in Persiles and Sigismunda. Isabela is a young, beautiful Spanish girl who is abducted by an English buccaneer and brought up in the English court. She is poisoned by the Queen's lady-in-waiting who administers the poison in some jam. Cervantes' treatment of the symptoms of poisoning shows great powers of observation and a certain fascination with this most fashionable, and most English, method of attempted murder:

Not very long after she had taken it, Isabela's tongue and throat began to swell, her lips went black and her voice houres; only the whites of her eyes could be seen and she had pains in her chest; all obvious signs that she had been poisoned. (37)

Many antidotes are administered, including 'powdered unicorn horn' (clearly, Cervantes had a low opinion of English medicine), until the wretched lady in waiting admits which poison she used. Isabela lives, but she subsequently loses her hair and her eyebrows and her face is covered with a thick scar.

Auristela's symptoms are less notable but still potentially fatal, and a cause of great anxiety:

It was not above two hours after she fell sick but the natural roses of her cheeks were of a leaden colour; the carnation of her lips, wan; and the pearls of her teeth, black. It seemed that her very hair had altered the colour and the natural position of her face was turned. (IV, 9)

In both cases, the near-fatel poisoning of the two heroines strengthens the commitment of their lovers Ricaredo and Periandro respectively. Isabela's (temporary) ugliness drives Ricaredo to repeat his earlier declaration that he loves her for her infinite virtues and not for her physical beauty, and he reassures her that, 'if I loved you when you were beautiful, I adore you now that you are ugly'. Similarly, Auristela's lover, Periandro, 'found her nothing the less fair, because he beheld her not on the bed where she lay, but in his soul where he had imprinted her'.

I have brought these examples together to suggest that there is a pattern in them: in the case of Don Quixote, Tomás Rodaja and Campuzano, we have three men whose physical illness correlates with a disordered or heightened mental state. Two of them are made ill by malevolent women; one becomes ill by neglect arising from bachelorhood; two are made ill by food, one as a result of sexual activity. All three compensate, in a manner wholly consistent with the theory of the humours, by activity characterised by ingenio: the imaginative or intellectual powers of a writer, a satirist and commentator, or a visionary. In the case of the two poisoned women, their illness incites a compensating intensity of feeling in their respective loved ones.

How does Cervantes' representation of himself as a sick man fit into this pattern? There are four examples of self-representation in the four prologues to his major prose works. The prologue to the first part of Don Quixote presents a playful but rather negative self-image. This self-deprecating author is unable to think of anything to say, 'in a quandary, with the paper in front of me, the pen behind my ear, my elbow on the desk,
and my cheek in my hand, wondering what to write (11). This is conventional to an extent, but in the context of the other prologues, it can be seen as part of an emerging pattern.

In the prologue to the Exemplary novels the negative ground note continues. Cervantes characterises himself as initially absent; his portrait is unaccountably missing from the frontispiece of the printed volume and he has to substitute a word picture. He focuses on his withered hand and its inner beauty, before the physical disability is overtaken by a long account of his literary celebrity, books published and work in progress.

In the prologue to the second part of Don Quixote, Cervantes returns to his infirmity in the context of his advancing age (‘old and one-handed’), going on to praise the soldier’s wounds and the writer’s grey hair:

The scars that the soldier displays on his face and his breast are stars that lead others to the heaven of honour and hopes of merited praise...one does not write with one’s grey hairs but with one’s understanding, which often improves with the passing years. (483)

It is as if physical and mental health existed in a reciprocal relationship; the more you have of one, the less you have of the other; health is a zero-sum game.

The most interesting example comes from the prologue to Cervantes’s last great novel, Persiles and Sigismunda, dated 19 April 1616, only four days before he died.

Cervantes turned his awareness of the ultimate deadline into a characteristically playful yet spooky prologue which is a fitting climax to this series of variations on the topos of self-deprecating. In the prologue to the Persiles, Cervantes portrays himself as both modestly famous and terminally ill. He is travelling with two friends from Esquivias to Madrid and a dishevelled student riding a donkey catches up with them on the road. One of the companions mentions Cervantes’s name and the student rushes up to him and, in a gesture that echoes Thomas’s in John 20:27, grabs his withered left hand to verify that, yes, this is indeed the great Cervantes.

The writer gently disavows the praise which the student heaps on him, and the conversation turns to Cervantes’s illness, which the student, evidently a medical student, diagnoses as dropsy. ‘Stop drinking, don’t forget to eat, and you’ll soon feel better’. ‘That’s what they all say’, replies Cervantes, ‘... but I can’t stop drinking. It’s as if I was born to do it, and anyway my life is coming to an end.’ And he goes on to predict his death on the following Sunday, 23 April 1616, signing off with the hope that he will meet his friends in the next life.

In all these prologues an omission, a lack, an infirmity or an illness are each matched by a compensating factor associated with literary creativity and the resulting celebrity. We do not know what Cervantes was suffering from in the days before his death. We only have the student’s diagnosis and no real account of the symptoms. Medical experts have suggested a range of infirmities from polydipsia (excessive thirst) to diabetes (excessive discharge of urine), uraemia (retention of waste materials in the blood) and anasarca (diffused dropsy in the skin and subcutaneous tissue). But, whatever the cause of Cervantes’s illness may have been, the discussed examples seem to suggest that creativity, intelligence, eloquence and virtue are not only thrown into relief, but positively enhanced, by their origin in frail, sick and mortal bodies.
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